DON'T MISS THE CHANCE TO POWER YOUR SUCCESS IN 2015

Register FREE for the first and largest UK medical aesthetics event of the year – The 6th Annual Aesthetics Conference and Exhibition

www.aestheticsconference.com

Learn the latest techniques in the Conference, Masterclass and Expert Clinic demonstration sessions and Business Track workshops

- Fat removal and replacement
- Non-surgical treatment of the upper face
- Lower face rejuvenation using injectables
- Aesthetic dermatology
- Advanced injectables
- Treating filler complications
- Non-ablative soft surgery
- Treating lower face with botulinum toxin
- Bio-regenerative skin rejuvenation
- The evolution of hyaluronic acid
- Radiofrequency treatments
- Non-surgical forehead rejuvenation
- Combination rejuvenation treatments
- The 'A' Lift using toxin and filler, cannula and needle
- Facial anatomy
- Chemical peels
- Lasers
- Mesotherapy
- Marketing
- Customer relations
- Selling techniques
- Branding
- E-prescribing
- Starting an aesthetics practice
- VAT
- Business process
- Industry registers
- E-commerce

Debate with the experts at Question Time, chaired by TV's Peter Sissons, and featuring:

- Carol Jolliet
- Sharon Bennett
- Mr Dali Humzah
- Dr Paul Cherrison
- Mr Paul Binwell
- Wendy Lewis

Discover new products and innovations from over 100 leading suppliers and network with over 2,000 peers and colleagues on the Exhibition floor, including:

- 3D Aesthetics
- 4T-Medical
- Advance Clinic, Training and Consultancy
- Aesthetic Response
- Aesthetic Source
- Aesthetics
- Aesthetic Science
- Advanced Skin Treatments
- Body Face Couture
- Boston Medical Group
- Bottled Science Skinade
- BTL Aesthetics
- Church Pharmacy
- Consulting Room.co.uk
- Cosmetic Pharmacy
- Cosmetic Insure
- Cross Medical Solutions
- Cynaturelle
- Dermo
- Dermagconsulta
- Device Technologies
- Fusion GT Ltd
- Galderma
- Globe Skincare
- Hamilton Prizer
- Healthsense
- JMSR Europe
- Laser SOS Group
- Lynton Lasers
- MACOM Medical
- Med-i-i
- Medico Beauty
- Medica
- Merz Aesthetics
- Rosnaldics
- Sinclair IS Pharma
- SkinCeuticals
- Sturmonix
- Syneron Candela
- The Marketing Clinic
- The Perfect Peel/Medicae Forte Ltd
- Vein Healthcare
- Wellness Trading
- Zanco Models

Book for free at www.aestheticsconference.com
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WITH THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS

MERZ AESTHETICS
ALLERGAN
3D LIPO
CHURCH PHARMACY

HEADLINE SPONSOR

Aesthetics Source...innovation in aesthetics delivered to you

Up to 50 points available